DIY Instructions for All Components

Designed to be do-it-yourself replicable, everything One Community is creating is being open sourced with detailed replication instructions, tutorials, plans, and more.

Shown here are examples of the custom do-it-yourself pipe and pallet furniture designs and instructions. These though are only one small component of all we’re open sourcing. We will also be providing video tutorials, downloadable PDFs, the final AutoCAD files, and additional installation, assembly, and maintenance instructions. This level of detail is additionally being developed to cover replication of everything from the 75-foot diameter (37’ tall) City Center domes themselves, all energy infrastructure details, food self-sufficiency options, the complete kitchen and laundry facilities, root cellar design, cupola design and construction, elevator design and installation, windows, doors, lighting and other aesthetic elements, and more. Every aspect of the project open sourced for do-it-yourself replication and/or improvement and evolution.